non-differentiable (integrated simulations) many constraints
Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM)
MCDM can be defined as the study of methods and procedures by which concerns about multiple conflicting criteria can be formally incorporated into the management planning process [Greiner et al. 2007 ], theoretical (runtime) analyses by decomposition of the single objective TSP [Knowles et al. 2001] , minimum spanning trees [Neumann and Wegener 2006] , protein structure prediction [Handl et al. 2008a ], theoretical (runtime) analyses [Handl et al. 2008b] Often innovative design principles among solutions are found example: clutch brake design Innovization min. mass + clutch brake design [Deb and Srinivasan 2006] stopping time 
A Single-Objective Optimization Problem total preorder where
where f The Pareto-optimal Set
The minimal set of a preordered set (Y, 5) is defined as f2 x2 decision space objective space
Pareto-optimal set non-optimal decision vector Pareto-optimal front non-optimal objective vector f1 x1 (e.g. shortest path [Serafini 1986 ], MSP [Camerini et al. 1984 
Visualizing Preference Relations

Approaches To Multiobjective Optimization
A multiobjective problem is as such underspecified …because not any Pareto-optimum is equally suited! Additional preferences are needed to tackle the problem: Additional preferences are needed to tackle the problem:
Solution-Oriented Problem Transformation:
Induce a total order on the decision space, e.g., by aggregation.
S t O i t d P bl T f ti
Set-Oriented Problem Transformation:
First transform problem into a set problem and then define an objective function on sets.
Preferences are needed in any case, but the latter are weaker! Is any total preorder ok resp. are there any requirements concerning the resulting preference relation? ⇒ Underlying dominance relation rel should be reflected Density Estimation crowding distance: latest implementation online at http://eden.dei.uc.pt/~cmfonsec/software.html see [Fonseca et al. 2011] Quality Indicator Approach Refine/modify dominance relation, e.g.: using goals, priorities, constraints [Fonseca and Fleming 1998a,b] using different types of cones [Branke and Deb 2004] based on reference points and directions [Deb and Sundar 2006, Deb and Kumar 2007] based on binary quality indicators [Zitzler and Künzli 2004] based on the hypervolume indicator (now) [Zitzler et al. 2007] f1
Problem Transformations and Set Problems
Refinements and Weak Refinements refines a preference relation iff
Example: Weighted Hypervolume Indicator [Zitzler et al. 2007] Cost x1 Mating Selection Recombination
Application: Design Space Exploration
Specification Optimization Implementation Evaluation
Truss Bridge Design [Bader 2010] Network Processor Design [Thiele et al. 2002] Latency Power Environmental Selection Mutation x2 f [Siegfried et al. 2009] 
Water resource management
Application: Trade-Off Analysis
Module identification from biological data [Calonder et al. 2006] 
